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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY_

Research and engineering studies on first-year sea ice for over two decades

has resulted in the design, construction, and operation of jacket platforms, of artificial

islands, and of massive gravity structures which routinely withstand moving sea ice of

thickness up to 2 meters. However, the less-common interactions between such

structures and moving multiyear ice (> 3 meters thick), and also moving ice islands (10

to 60 meters thick) remain as the unknown and potentially most serious hazard for

Arctic offshore structures. In this study, research was addressed across the complete

span of remaining questions regarding such features. Ice island components,

thickness distributions, scenarios and models for the interactions of massive ice

features with offshore structures, ali were considered.

Ice island morphology and calving studies were directed at the cluster of 19 ice

islands produced in a calving from the Ward Hunt Ice Shelf on Ellesmere Island in

1983, and also at a calving from the Milne Ice Shelf in 1988. Offshore winds of 10

meters per second, with accompanying storm surge, were associated with the latter

event, driven by a high-pressure condition over Greenland and a low-pressure cell

over the Canadian Arctic Archipelago. The use of satellite imagery acquired by

synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) was proven to be an effective tool in detecting such

calving events.

The statistics of ice island dynamics, on both a short-term small-scale basis and

also on a long-term basis, were studied. Typical wind velocities of 5 to 7.5 meters per

second led to ice island speeds of about 0.014 of the wind speed, at an angle of 20" to

the right of the wind direction.

Ice island samples were tested for their stress/strain characteristics.

Compressivestrength values ranged from 1.64 MPa at a strain rate of 2 x 10.7 s"1 to

6.75 MPa at a strain rate of 1 x 10-3 s-l.
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Scenarios for ice island/structure interactions were developed, and protective

countermeasures such as spray ice and ice rubble barriers were suggested.

Additional computer modeling of structure/ice interactions for massive ice features is

recommended.



I. INTRODUCTION

Research and engineering progress on first-year sea ice, generally less than

2 m thick, has advanced considerably since studies on offshore oil-related problems

were initiated 20 years ago. The results of the first-year ice studies cannot, however,

be applied to multiyear ice (_>3 m thick) and ice islands (> 10 m thick). Unfortunately,

there have been few studies of these larger ice masses, particularly in the context of

interactions with offshore production structures. Consequently, there is a need for new

data and observations of tile large-scale physical and dynamic characteristics of

multiyear ice and ice islands. The objective of this study was to provide the scientific

knowledge and information required to predict forces on arctic offshore structures

during interactions with massive multiyear sea ice floes and ice islands. Preliminary

work on this topic has included identification of ice island components and thickness

distributions, ice island drift trajectory variations, development and evaluation of

scenarios and models for the interaction of massive ice features with offshore

structures, and identification of possible measures to mitigate the hazard.

The term 'ice island' was coined over four decades ago to describe the tabular

icebergs of the Arctic Ocean, particularly those which calve from the ice shelves

located along the north coast of Ellesmere Islend in the Canadian high Arctic (e.g.

Koenig et al., 1952; Jeffries, 1987). Walker and Wadhams C1979)usa the term 'thick

_ea ice floes' to describe undeformed congelation sea ice floes exceeding 6 m

thickness, which have been reported occasionally in the Arctic Ocean. The multiyear

landfast sea which grows alongside the ice shelves of northernmost Ellesmere Island

is a well-documented source of thick sea ice floes; the detection of a thick sea ice floe

calving at the Milne Ice Shelf in February 1988 is described in a later chapter of this

report. There are undoubtedly other tabular iceberg and thick sea ice floe sources

within the Arctic Basin, e.cj. northernmost Greenland, Svalbard and the Soviet Arctic



Islands, but this report is concerned primarilywiththose originatingfrom the Ellesmere

ice shelves.

Althoughthey are relativelyfew in number and areal extent in relationto the

total amountof pack ice, the significanceof the ice islandsand thick sea ice floes is

that they are the thickest drifting tabular ice masses in the Arctic Ocean.

Consequently, the design and operation of arctic offshore structuresmust at least

considerthe possibilityof interactionswith ice islandsand thick sea ice floes. For

example, in May 1972, 433 ice island fiagments ranging in size from <156 m to

>300 m acrosswere observed aground in the shallowwaters of the southern Beaufort

Sea from Ma'_kenzie Bay, Canada to Point Barrow, Alaska (Spedding, 1977).

Although this number of fragments represents an extreme example, probably related

to the grounding and disintegration of a much larger ice island, it illustrates the

possibility of ice island invasions of those potentially oil-.and gas-rich offshore zones.

This report considers some aspects of the interaction of ice islands and thick'

sea ice floes with arctic offshore structures. Large-scale ice feature morphology and

structure, ice island drift and dynamics, ice island/structure interaction scenarios, and

" some passive and active methods to mitigate that hazard are discussed.
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II. !(_E ISLANDMORPHQLOGY. STRUCTURE AND CAI.,_NG

There are at least nineteen ice islands shown in Figure 1, a visible band SPOT-

1 satellite image taken over the Arctic Ocean near northern Ellef Ringnes Island on 28

July 1988 (see Figure 3 for location). The ice islands may be distinguished from the

pack ice by a combination of features. A striped or ribbed texture arises from the linear

surface undulations where meltwater accumulating in the troughs creates ribbon lakes

with dark tones in summer. The ice islands have generally darker tones than the

adjacent pack ice floes, again due to surface meltwater. The ice islands are often

larger, with more distinct angular boundaries than the pack ice floes.

The largest ice island in Figure 1 is Hobson's Choice Ice Island, the largest

presently known to exist in the Arctic. lt calved from the Ward Hunt Ice Shelf in 1982-

83 (Jeffries and Serson, 1983). Ali of the ice islands in the image probably originated

from that same calving event, and they illustrate a number of morphological/structural

features of interest in discussions of interactions with arctic offshore structures.

The ice islands' dimensions in Figure 1 range from a minimum of 0.2 x 0.3 km to

a maximum of 5.7 x 8.7 km. Ratios of length to width (L-W) range from 1.25 to 4.0, and

79% of the ice islands have L-W ratios <3. Jeffries et al. (1988) found a comparable

distribution of I.-W ratios for a total of 53 ice islands observed and measured since

1946, including this group, lt seems that L-W ratios less than three represent some

highly probable ice island formation geometry, for reasons which are not yet _' _r.

The ribbed, dark-toned stlrface features of the ice islands correspond to that of

the former shelf ice. In the case of Hobson's Choice, and probably for most of the ice

islands in Figure 1, the shelf ice thickness at the time and location of the calving was

about 42 meters. The ice thickness can be expected to decrease over time due to

summer melting. The long-term rate of ice island thinning has not been studied

systematically, but on a decadal time-scale it appears to average about 1 m per year

for an ice island circulating in the Beaufort Gyro (Jeffries et al., 1988).



Ali of the ice islandshavesomesea ice attachedto the shelfand insomecases

they aro completelyembedded in multlyear floes (Figure 1). The sea ice is of two

types;multtyearlandfastsea ice (MLSI) and multlyearpack ice (MYPI), denoted 1 and

2 respectivelyin the SPOT image. The MLS! is particularlyevident onthe two largest

ice islands;itwas attachedto the frontof the Ward Hunt IceShelf at thetime of calving

and has remainedattachedto the shelf ice since then. Jeffriesand Sackinger (1989)

assume that the MLSI is about 20 years old, as much as 10 m thick, and comprises

fresh, brackish,and sea ice layers,similarto the otherextensiveareas of MLSI onthe

northcoastof EllesmereIsland.

The MYPI, is composedof consolidatedice rubbleand floesweldedtogetherby

refreezing meltwater. Measurements of the thickness of the MYPI attached to

Hobson'sChoice have not been made, but it is estimatedto be 5-6 m thick (Jeffrles

and Sackinger, 1989). On Hobson'sChoice the MYPI has accreted primarily in a

triangular zone along the edge opposite the MLSI (Figures 1 and 2), with some

accreted on th9 edge of the MLSI also. On the large ice island adjacentto Hobson's

Choice, the MYPI has accreted against the MLSI, while numerous ice islands are

completelyengulfedby the MYPI (Figure1). The SPOT image suggeststhat smaller

ice islands (<2-3 km) tend to become embedded in MYPI, while on the large ice

islandsthe MYPI tends to attach to the longedges, leaving the ends of the shelf ice

exposed. Becauseof the greaterwater drag of the iceisland,dueto itsdeep keel, and

also because of the large Coriolis force on the movingice island resulting from its

great mass per unit area, there is a differentialvelocitybetween pack ice and the ice

islands. Tensionevents, new ice inadjacentleads, and frequent ridge-buildingalong

the ice island boundary,are probablyresponsiblefor the formationof the MYPI.

The addition of MYPI to ice islandsis a means by which they can increase in

area and mass, For example,Hobson'sChoice Ice Island(Figures1 and 2) originally

had an area of 26 km2 and a massof 7.0 x 1011 kg (Jeffrleset al., 1988), butwiththe

8



Figure. 1' Visible band SPOT-1 satellite image of Hobson's Choice and other ice
islands surrounded by pe.;k ice in the Arctic Ocean near northern Ellef
Ringnes Island, N.W.T., 28 July 1988.
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addition of the MYPI its area has Increased to almost 34 km2 and the mass to 7.4 x

1011 kg (jeffries and Sacklnger, 1989).

A two or three-component ice island has an unusual cross-sectional profile, wlth

a non-uniform thickness (Figure 2). The MLSI and MYPI are considered to be Integral

parts of the ice island and they may remain attached to the shelf ice component.

However, lt is quite possible that the multlyear ice components may break off the shelf

ice when it is drifting in open water in the southern Beaufort Sea (cf. Jeffries, et al.,

1988, p. 83); hence, only shelf ice might remain and could directly contact a structure.

Much less is known about the morphology and structure of thick sea ice floes.

Walker and Wadhams (1979) discuss their possible sources, occurrences, size,

thickness and growth mechanisms. Those which break off the MLSI fringe of

northernmost Ellesmere Island can be quite large.

For example, on 22 February 1988 the STAR-2 airborne synthetic aperture

radar (SAR) was used to obtain 1:300,000 scale SAR Imagery of the north coast of

Ellesmere Island, N.W.T., Canada, for the Canadian Arctic Marine Ice Atlas. The SAR

data was made available to us In April 1988 by the Canarctic Shipping Company

Limited, Ottawa, Canada to assist with our surveys of the Ellesmere Island ice shelves.

Analysis of the SAR imagery detected a massive ice calving from the Milne Ice Shelf

(Jeffries and Sackinger, 1990).

The February 1988 SAR image of the outer part of the Milne Ice Shelf is shown

in Figure 3a. The ice shelf is the second-largest remaining on the north coast of

Ellesmere Island (Fig. 3b). The SAR returns from the ice shelf have an unusual ribbed

texture of light and mid-grey returns related to the undulating surface topography of

linear and curvi-linear hummocks and depressions. At the front of the Milne Ice Shelf

is a roughly S-shaped, dark-toned (almost black) feature (Fig. 3a). This is interpreted

as a recently refrozen lead and, it lies between the northwest front of the ice shelf

and a detached piece of MLSI. This MLSi is the Milne



MYPI __._10 m
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..... ' SCALE

Figure.2: Idealizedcross-sectionprofileof Hobson'sChoiceice islandshowingthe
ice thicknessvariationsdue to the accretionof mulltiyearlandfastsea ice
(MLSI) and rnultiyearpackice (MYPI) ontothe shelf ice.
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Re-entrantwhich,as the SAR imageclearlyshows,is no longerattacheddirectlyto the

ice shelf, buthas brokenoff andbeen displaced1.7 km to the southwest.

The evidence for an ice cover on the S-shapedlead is the narrow,castellated,

strong return runningthrough the black area. The castellationsstrongly resemble

finger-rafting,whichoccurs in young sea ice up Co0.30 m thick. The S-shaped lead,

one of many in the pack ice at the time, the finger-raftingandthe inferredice thickness

suggest that the calving occurred only a short time before the SAR overflight.

Theoopeningof leads in mid-winterin this regionoccursduringperiodsof persistent

offshore geostrophic winds, which are the result of a high pressure cell over

Greenlandand a low pressurecell over the CanadianArcticArchipelago(Ahln_.sand

Sackinger,1988). A weatherpatternof thiskindoccurredfrom12 February(Fig.3b) to

15 February 1988 causingoffshorewinds with speeds of up to 10 m s"1. This was

only7-10 days before the SAR data was acquired;hence,the calvingof the MilneRe-

entrantwas detected innear-real-time.

In 1984 an MLSI floe of about 1__km lengthand about5 km widthbroke out of

Yelverton Bay just west of the Milne Ice Shelf. Yelverton Bay remains a potential

sourceof manysuchMLSI floes.

These thickfloes are mosthazardousto offshorestructuresin water depthsas

shallowas 10 meters. After one circuitof the BeaufortGyre, however,thinningof these

floes reduces their thickness to a value closer to the average multiyear pack ice

thickness.



Figure. 3a: Airborne X-band synthetic aperture radar of the Milne Ice Shelf, 22
February 1988, showing the detachment of the Milne Re-entrant from the
ice shelf. The dark, roughly S-shaped region is a refrozen lead
separating the re-entrant and ice shelf.
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Figure.3b: Pressure chart 3howingan anti-cyclonicsystemover Greenland and a
cyclc,nic system over the Canadian Arctic Islands, which would have
producedsoutherlyor offshorewindsacrossthe northcoastof Eliesmere
Islandand the MilneIce Shelf (M) on 12 February1988.
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III. ICE ISLAND DRIFT AND DYNAMICS

As a consequence of aerial reconnaissance, the operationoof drifting research

stations, and the deploymentof satellitepositioningsystemsand drift buoys on ice

islands,muchhas been learnedaboutthe drift and dynamicsof ice Islands.

Lo_nc=-term,large scale drift

Perhaps the best knownice islandandthe most familiarice islanddrift path was

that of T-3, the site of a drifting researchstationwhichoperatedalmostcontinuously

from 1952-1979. T-3 was first observed in July 1950 in the northernChukchiSea

northwest of Point Barrow, but it was subsequently learned that it had been

photographedfrom the air in April 1947 near Ellef Ringnes Island(Figure4), (Koenig

et al., 1952). Between 1947 and 1979 the ice islandmade at leastthree circuitsof the

Beau!ort Gyre; two large diameter, outercircuits and, in the 1960s,one small diameter,

inner circuit (Figure 4). In the early 1960s T-3 drifted parallel and close to the north

coast of Alaska and for over 12 months in 1960-61 it became grounded near Pt.

Barrow.

In late 1979, T-3 was abandoned and was not observed again until July 1984 in

the vicinity of the southern tip of Greenland. The final <5 years of its drift were thus in

the Transpolar Drift stream, an average movement trend which carries ice out of the

Arctic Ocean through Fram Strait into the Greenland Sea. The drift track of ice island

ARLIS-II exemplifies ice island motion in the Transpolar Drift stream (Figure 4).

ARLIS-II was first observed in 1959 near Ellef Ringnes Island (Figure 4) but its drift was

not recorded on a regular basis until May 1961, when a drifting research station was

established on it, when it was located north of Pt. Barrow (Figure 4). ARLIS-II also took

<5 years, from 1961 to 1964, to drift right across the Arctic Ocean. Unlike T-3, ARLIS-II

never made a complete circuit of the Beaufort Gyre after its discovery. Both ice islands

began the final years of their drift after crossing the 1800 meridian (Figure 4). The drift

!1 °
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paths of T-3 and ARLIS-II reflect the general motionof ice in the Arctic Ocean, which

occurs in response to the large-scale, long-term atmospheric circulation.

Ice islands WH-5 and Hobson's Choice both calved t_om the East Ward Hunt

Ice Shelf and they are the only Ice islands to have had their drift monitored regularly

after calving. Although they had the same source, their drift tracks were quite different

from each other and from those of T-3 and ARLIS-II (Figure 4).

WH-5 was one of the five massive ice islandswhich calved from the Ward Hunt

Ice Shelf in 1961-62 (Hattersley-Smith, 1963). Whereas four of the ice islandsdrifted

westward, WH-5 drifted to the east and by February 1963, only 10 months after it had

been discovered (April 1962), it had entered Nares Strait, the channel between

Greenland and Eilesmere Island (Figure 4) (Nutt, 1966). The ice island disintegrated

in July 1963, by October 1963 the fragments had entered northern Baffin Bay (Figure

4) and by May 1964 they were scattered from the northern tlp of Labrador to the Grand

Banks of Newfoundland (Nutt, 1966).

Hobson's Choice broke off the East Ward Hunt Ice Shelf in 1982-83 (Jeffries

and Serson, 1983). By August 1988 it had drifted to a point just wes_of the northern tip

of Ellef Ringnes Island, but then began to drift back towards the mouth of Peary

Channel (Figure 4). By April 1990 Hobson's Choice, and evidently some of the other

ice islands illustrated in Figure 1, were located in the channel, apparently within the

fast ice rather than in drifting pack ice. Under the right circumstances, these ice

islands could break out of Peary Channel and resume their drift in the Beaufort Gym,

or, they may continue to drift, albeit very slowly, through the inter-island channels of

the Canadian Arctic Archipelago. This would not be without precedont; many ice

islands were found in those channels in the late 1940s (Koenig et al., 1952).

The drift tracks shown in Figure 4 are just a small number of the infinite set of

possible drift paths which ice islands may follow (Sackinger et ai., lg90). Because of

the need for a greater predictive capability regarding the occurrenceoof ice islands in

16



waters where there exists a probability of an interaction with an offshore structure or

vessel, a coupled Monte Carlo dynamic ice island drift model has been developed (Li,

1988). The computer simulation has appropriat3, realistic treatments of, 1) driving

forces, 2) ice island calving statistics, 3)ice island dimensions, including

HOBSON'S
*T.3 First Photographed, 1947 CHOICE 8/83 4/62

USSR A .ARLIS,II First Recorded. 1959
. Hobson's Choice imaged by 88 87

180o Spot.l, 1988 LESMERE
ISLAND

OWRANGEL (_ISISLAND

CHUKCHI 011/79 8/_1
SEA

67 ,62

GREENLAND

61 ,_

q63
10179( °_"_ o,

28/7c .....,.._064
"'z_'" 0 T 3 64

7/79 65 " ,_,

59 57 1/51 GREENLAND
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GREIINLANO

90oW

Figure. 4: Map of the drift tracks of ice islands T-3, ARLIS-II, WH-5 and Hobson's
Choice in the Arctic Ocean and adjacent waters. For T-3 and ARLIS-II
the dates are for January of a given year unless another month is
identified. For Hobson's Choice the positionsare for August of each year
except April 1983. The T-3 and ARLIS-ll data were made available by
Dr. J. J. Kelley, Institute of Marine Sciences, University of Alaska
Fairbanks. The WH-5 data are from Nutt10. The Hobson's Choice

positions are from Argos satellite positioning buoys operated by the
present authors.



thinning by ablation, and, 4) an Arctic Ocean simulation domain with possible exits

throughthe land boundariesat the BeringStrait, NaresStrait and Fram Strait. One of

manysimulated ice islandtrajectoriesproducedto date is shownin Figure5. In this

case, the simulated ice island originated from northernmostEllesmere Island and

subsequently drifted Into th_ Greenland Sea via the Transpolar Drift, without

completinga full circuit of the Beaufort Gyre. The ice island followed a somewhat _

tortuous route, particularly in the Beaufort Gyre adjac_ ,t to the Canadian Arctic

Archipelagoand ir_the central Arctic Ocean in the Transpolar Drift-Beaufort Gyre

straddlingthe 180° meridian(Figure5).

One of the resultsof the Monte Carlo-dynamicice islandcoupledmodel is that

the recurrence interval for ice islands in coastal shelf regions of the Beaufort and

ChukchiSeas is 10 to 100 years (Li, 1988). Offshore structure-iceisland interaction

thushas a sufficientlyhighprobabilitythat itmustbe considered.

Short-term. small-scale drift

The convoluted drift track simulated in Figure 5 is a series of irregular cycloidal

motionsand reversals. Similarmotionshave been observedinthe driftof T-3 (Browne

and Crary, 1958) and of Hobson'sChoice (Lu, 1988). In the case ef Hobson'sChoice

the irregularcycloidalmotionsand reversalsoccurredin responseto changes in wind

directionbrought about by the alternationof anti-cyclonicand cyclonicsystems over

the ArcticOcean (Lu, 1988). These motionshave spatialand temporalscalesof 100 -

102 kmand days to weeks respectively.

A second type of elliptical motion not reproduced in Figure 5 occurswith a

periodof about 12 hoursand a radit=sof about0.5 km. These clockwise-onlymotions

were observedwhen T-3 was located in the central Arctic Ocean in 1963 (Hunkins,

1967). Ratherthanbeingtidal motionsthey were consideredto be inertial



Fig. 5' Simulated drift trajectory for an ice island calving from the north coast of
Ellesmere Island and exiting the Arctic Ocean via Fram Strait generated by a
Monte Carlo-dynamic ice island drift model.
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oscillations representing transient response of a floating ice mass to changing wlnd

stress.

Even thoughthe drift pathsof T-3 and Hobson'sChoice have been foundto be

highlyconvolutedat times, those two ice islandstended to maintaina near constant

orientation or azimuth when they underwent motions and reversals (Browne and
,,

Crary, 1958; Hunklns,1967; Lu et al,, 1990). Ice islandsappearto behaveas classical

rigid bodies in which translationaland rotational motionsare Independent of each

other (Hunkins, 1967). Based upon evidence from T-3, with a shelf ice length/width

ratio of about 2, when rotationsdid occurthey were always clockwise (Browne and

Crary, 1958) and surroundingpack ice concentrationswere reduced(Hunkins,1967).

More detailedanalysisof rotationsof Hobson'sChoice (length/widthratioof 3.5) is in

progress.

An example of small-scalemotionof Hobson'sChoice is illustratedin Figure6,

(Lu et al., 1990). Duringthe two days,June 7-8, 1986, the wind speed remainedin the

range of 5 m/s to 7 m/s and generally from the same direction,310° to 325°. The

orientationof the longaxis of the ice islandvaried only from 41°41'48" on June 7 to

41°44'14 '' on 8 June 1986. The lackof significantmovementfrom 0000Z to 1200Z on

June 7 is thoughto be due to currents,actingagainstthe broadsideof the ice island

keel, opposing the wind stress. Pack ice stress against the ice island adds arl

additional force with unknown magnitude and direction throughout the 2-day

movement episode. The motion in the time Interval 1200Z to 2100Z on June 7,

perpendicularto the directionof the wind is due to the orientationeffect of the keel

which still, however, pro_lidedsufficient form drag for the current effects to be

displayed. Tidal currentsand wind then reinforcedeach otherfor later times, motion

was small, and the current effects were again balanced by wind shear on the ice

island. Unfortunately,no water currentvelocitymeasurementswere available during

thisepisodeto confirmthese ideas.
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TherearedifferencesInmotionbetweenIceislandsandsea Iceatthesmaller,

shorterscales,as exempllfledby thelrresponsetosurfaceand geostrophlowlnd

forclng.As discussedby Sacklnge_(I,O,88),theratloofsea Icespeedtosurfacewind

speedIs0,034forsmoothice,and 0.025forroughIce',thedrlftangleis34° forIceofI

meterthloknessand 25o forIceoof0,Imeterthlckness.The ratloofsea Icespeedto

geostrophicwindspeedIsabout0.008,wlththeIcedriftingabout80 totherlghtofthe
i

wind (Thorndlkeand Colony,1982).Recentanalysisofthewlnd-drlvenmotlonof

Hobson'sCholcehas shown that,on aver'ge,theratlooofItsspeedtothesurface

wlndspeedisabout0.014witha turningangleof20° totherlghtofthewlnd,whllethe

ratio of its speed to the geostrophlc wind speed is about 0.008 with a turning angle of

250 'n the left of the wind (Lu, 1988), Similar relations were obtained for T-3 (Browne

and Cr,=nry12).

Several factors contribute to the variations in the response of Ice islands and

sea ice to the wlnd, Ice Islands are deep draft features with greater mass and volume

below the waterline as compared with sea ice; consequently, Ice islandsare subject to

a considerableanisotropic water form drag which tends to reduce their speed for wind-

driven events, while dominating their smaSl..scalemotion during current-driven events

(Lu et al., 1990). On the other hand, because the Coriolis force per unit area acting on

an ice island is greater than for an equal area of sea ice, the direction of the turning

angles between an ice island and the surface and geostrophic winds may be expected

to be greater than for sea ice. in the case of Hobson's Choice, a residual force,

comprising primarily a pack ice force, counteracts the Coriolis force and reduces the

turning angles. In some transient episodes, the pack ice force may even move the ice

island to the left of the geostrophic wind. Ice island dynamics and the forces acting

during movement events are discussed in some detail in Lu (1988) and Lu et al.

(199o).



IV. j._LAND PHYSIOAL-STRUOTURAL-MECHANIGALPROPERTIES

As mentioned above, the largest ioe Island known today in the Arctic Ocean is

the "Hobson's Choice" Ice island which calved In 1982-83 from the East Ward Hunt lee

Shelf (Jeffrles and Serson, 1983), The ice Island oomprises three ice oomponents', 1)

16 km2 of 42.5 m thick shelf Ice; 2) 10 km2 of 8-10 m thick multlyear landfast sea Ice

(MLSI) that was previously attached to the front of the ice shelf and which has

remained attached to the shelf ice component since c_lving; 3) 7,75 km2 of 5-6 m thick

consolidated multlyear pack ice whlch has become attached to the ice Island since the

calving. The surface of the shelf ice component has a distinctive undulating

topography (Figures 1 and 2a), similar to that of the Milne Ice Shelf (Fig. 3a). Since

1985, four Ice cores have been obtained from the shelf ice component, three from

hummocks and one from a depression, Here, we present some physical-structural-

mechanical properties data for hummock core #86-1 and depression core #86-2 which

were obtained 100 m apart (Jeffrles et al., in press).

Both cores are 100% superimposed ice, a typeoof glacier ice formed by the

thawing and refreezing of snowpack. Three sub-types have been identified; granular

iced tim, (crystal diameters, 5-10 mm), columnar slush ice (crystal diameters, 10-20

mm) and columnar lake ice (crystal diameters, >20 mm). Ice core 86-1 comprises 75%

iced-tlm and 25% columnar ice. Ice core 86-2 comprises 60% iced-tim and 40%

columnar ice. Each of the ice types has a very low liquid electrical conductivity. In

core 86-1 conductivity values range from 2.3 to 252.0 mS cm"1 (mean 11.6 :J:32.8)

and in core 86.2 the values range from 1.1 to 274.0 mS cm"1 (mean 6.3 + 25.4). A
J

value of 274.0 mS cm"1 is equlva!ent to a salinityof lessthan 0.2%,,;thus, the ice has a

very low level of dissolved impurities.

With colleagues at the National Research Council of Canada, InsIttute for

Research in Construction, Geotechnical Section, we jointly conducted 25 closed-loop

(constant strain rate uniaxlal compressive strength tests (15 from core 86-1, 10 from
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86-2) at numerous strain rates In the range of 2 X 10.7 to 1 X 10.3 s"1 and a

temperature of -10°C (Jeffrles et al., 1rag0). The resultsare presented_s a stress-

strain plot in Figure7. Data from the initialHobson'sChoicemechanical propertytest

programon surface specimens(Frederkinget ai., 1988), and data from some Iceberg

specimens from eastern Canada and Greenland (Sinha and Frederklng, 1987;

Lachanceand Michel, 1988) are also presentedin Figure7.

The ice Islandstrengthvalues range from a minimumof 1,64 MPa at a strain

rate of 2 X 10.7 s"1 to a maximumof 6.75 MPa at a strain rateoof 1 X 10.3 s"1. Both

these valuesare for specimensfrom core 86-1. Althoughthe test programremainsto

be completedand more data acquiredfor individualspecimensfrom each core, for a

given strain rate specimens from core 86-1 appear to be slightly stronger than

specimens from core 86-2. However, until the test program is completed and

relationshipsbetween specimen strength and physicalproperties (bulk ,density,ice

crystal size and structure)have been determined, it will not be possibleto establish

whether ice islandhummockice is strongerthan depressionice.

On a moregeneral level,the strengthdata from cores 88-1 and 86-2 compares

closelywith the initialice islandtest data (Frederkinget al., 1988) and with the iceberg

ice tested by Sinha and Frederking (1987). On the other hand the ice island ice

apparently is stronger than other icebercj ice specimenstested by Nadreau (1985),

and Lachance and Michel (1985). This may be due to physical property differences,

particularly differences related to iceberg ice generally forming more slowlyat high

elevations on glaciers/ice sheets where the effects of meltwater in snowpack are

minimal comparedto the shelf ice formed at sea level.
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V. ICE ISLAND-STRUCTUREINTERACTIONS

AoDroach of Ice lilands toward structurel

During conditions of wind speed greater than 5.25 m/see., the wind is a

dominant driving force for ice islands in deep (<400m) water (Lu et al., 1990). In

shallow water, (<75 meters), the water velocity is increased in the narrow gap (h)

betweenthe bottomof the ice islandand the sea floor. Water drag will increase,and

the relationship between wind speed and ice island speed would definitely be

reduced, since, to the first approximation,the relative water velocity under the ice

islandincreases inverselylinearlywith the spacing, h, and the water drag increases

with the square c,f the relative water velocity. As the water velocity above the

sediments increases for small h, sediment suspension, liquefaction and lateral

transport may be expected. The densityof the sediment-ladenwater is greater, as

weil, leadingto an increasein water drag. An increasein the waterheightdifference

betweenthe frontand trailingboundariesof the ice islandwould alsooccur,helpingto

deceleratethe ice island.

Persistentcurrents,which are channeledinto the narrow spacing,h, between

the ice islandand the sea floor,wouldtend to dominatethe force balance relationand

steer an ice island in the average directionof the current. Deliberate groundingor

near-groundingof an ice islandon a submergedseafloor barrierwouldappear to be

worthyof considerationas a passivedefensefor a nearbyoffshorestructure.

An ice island is likelyto be surroundedby a zone of multiyearice (MYPI) which

has formedaroundit duringitsdrift (see SectionII). As this ice surroundsthe old shelf

ice, except at the ends, there is a very highprobabilitythat the type and thicknessof

ice which fractures against a structurewill be the MYPI as described above. Ice

fracturewill thereforetake placein a relativelyweak, thin ice zone. In responseto tidal

currentforcing, and as a consequenceof the increaseddraft of the ice islandshelf ice

component,there is very often a regionof crackingat the outer boundaryof the MYPi.
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This region contains thin, recently-refrozen ice and rubble fragments, lt provides

several hundred meters of a thin-ice buffer zone for energy absorption before the

actualthickice islandis in directcontactwiththe structure.Whetherthis is sufficientto

bringthe ice islandto a haltmustbe determinedbyfurtheranalysis.

To the above discussionof energy lossfactorsduringgroundingmustbe added

the dampingresultingfrom the hydrodynamicresponse(Luk, 1983). Fora water depth

of twice the thicknessof the ice island, an added mass coefficientof 0.4 for surge

motion, and larger values for heave and pitch motion, are possible (Luk, 1983).

Damping coefficients are a function of interaction geometry and of frequency,

expressingthe energy lossinvolvedinthe generationof surface and internaloutgoing

water waves. These should be evaluated for particular expected situations. The

increase in the turbid water effective density due to the suspended sediments

represent_a modificationto be incorporatedinto the early pioneeringtheory of Luk

(1983).

Progressive ¢ont_l_t with structures

As an ice island/MLSI/MYPI compositemass approaches a grounded offshore

structure,the assumptionmay be made that the waterdepth is greaterthan the depth

of the thick shelf ice keel of the composite. For example,Hobson'sChoice ice island

has an originalshelf ice thicknessof about42 metersand a keel extendinga nominal

38 meters belowthe waterline. An offshoreoil developmentstructure in the Chukchi

Sea may be built in a water depthof 45 meters, forexample. The shelf ice keeldepth

willbe reducedeach year as the ice islandthicknessis reducedduringits drift.

In water depthsof 25 meters or less, one design concept includesa sloping

structuresurface to causeflexuralfailureof sea ice,and a smallertotal lateralload. A

recent treatment by Sanderson (1988) described several details of interactions

between sea ice and structures. The cracks in the ice were shown, in researchby
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Sandersonand his collaborators,to be importantin the initiationof fracturesin sea ice

in contactwith structures. The naturally-occurringcracksin the ice island/MLSI/MYPI

compositemass remain an uninvestigatedsubjecttoday, althoughthermalcracks in

the top surface of ice island T-3 were reported to be up to 1 cm wide with 15 m

average spacing(HoldsworthandTraetteberg,1974). Vertical-walled structures,

suchas the CIDS and SSDC (Sanderson,1988),have been proven in winter moving

ice conditions and, because of their lower cost, similar designs will probably be

chosen for offshore productionplatforms. The progressivecontactof the MYPI and

MLSI portionsof the composite ice islandswith a vertical-walledstructurewill first

producea zone of rubble ice via a mixed-mode failure. Energy is absorbed by ice

fracture, by up-thrustingand down-thrustingof ice rubble, by small motions (e.g.

damped variations) in the structurefoundation sediments,and by the excitationof

travelinghydrodynamicwavesand acousticwaves inthe waterand in the ocean floor.

ice rubble, once formed, may ground on the seafloor if the water depth near the

, structureis less than about 25 meters, and in such a case, the groundedrubblewill

form an additional barrier to resist the forward motionof the composite ice island.

Energy is absorbed merc effectivelyby such groundedrubble, as more water wave

excitation takes place, and some energy is dissipatedin the sea floor under the

grounded ridge. If rubble, once formed, simply clears around the structure, this

advantage is lost. In waterdeeper than 25 meters,thiswouldbe quiteprobable. The

MLSI and MYPI failure models against a vertical-walled structure have not been

studied.

If the end of the shelf icesectionof the compositeice islandstrikesthe structure

(a less likelyevent becauseof itssmallercross-section),a zone of small ice fragments

("ice-powder")may be expectedinitiallyat the contactarea. This zone progressively

grows in area and in extent, and part of the "ice-powder"will be extruded out of the

free surfaces at the top and bottomof the contactspace. Stresses willbe transmitted
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through the "ice-powder"to the fracturesurface boundary,which will grow until the

compositeice islandcomesto rest or untilthe offshorestructurestartsto slideacross

the seafloor. In each particularcircumstance,the attachmentof the structureto the sea

bedshouldbe firm enoughto resistslidingmotionupto a "breakawaypoint,"and then,

prior to the onset of structure damage, the structure may be allowed to go into a

planned, deliberate sliding mode. Wellhead integrity would be assured by sub-

seafloor failsafe blowout prevention equipment which, presumably, could be re-

entered later without heroic measures. Studies of the progressiveinteractionsand

growthof the ice rubbleand "ice-powder"failurezones remainto be undertaken. The

formation of ice rubble against a structure, for the composite ice island moving

broadsideagainstthe structureat expectedspeeds,may permitthe floe to come to rest

beforethe thickshelf-icecore actuallytouchesthe structure;thisneedsto be verified.

possible countermeasures in ice island/structure Interaction

One stratec3yfor ice island defense is to break the thick shelf-ice core into

fragments,by using seawater pumpedinto the elongated lakes in the summer (thus

introducingbrineon top of the low-salinityshelf ice). A secondtechnique is to add

artificialspray sea ice to edge locationsin winter, causing abnormalgravity loading

and possibleflexural failure locally. Explosiveshave been tried with limitedsuccess
,

(Mellor et al., 1977).

Constructionof seafloor obstaclesnear an offshore structure,perhaps in the

form of largeprecastcaissonsor steel bargesthat can be ballasted,or even attached

with pilings into the seabed, is another option. Ice rubble would form on such

underwater obstacles, as the annual ice ridge keels pass over the obstacles.

Groundingof ice ridge keels on natural shoals in the ChukchiSea is a well-known

effect (Barrett and Stringer, 1978). There is commonlyan open-water region near
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such shoals. Planningfor optimum placementof such underwaterbarrierson a site-

specificbasisremainsfor the future.

The retentionof ice rubble near a structure,and the artificialthickeningand

groundingof ice rubbleby usingspraysea ice, also shouldbe considered. This type

of barrier, while effective in winter, would have to be made to a thicknessof 30

meters or more in order to survive throughmostor ali of the summer. A permanent

grounded ice feature, made of artificial spray sea ice and replenishedeach winter,

may be possiblein certainoffshorelocations.

The deliberate addition of artificialsea ice by seawater flooding on top of a

grounded ice islandhas been done (Sanderson,1988), and the use of spray sea ice

to thicken ice islandsis possibleas weil. For a floatingice island movingtowardsa

regionin which offshorestructuresare located,one defense countermeasuresoption

to consider is the additionof spray ice to increase the keel depth so that grounding

takes place inwaterdeeper than that foundat the offshorestructurelocation.

Many other options for defense against ice islands will undoubtedly be

proposed. The trackingof ice island locationsusingsatellite-positioningbuoys and

imaging systems is important for the ice islandsthat are known to be driftingin the

Arctic Ocean, so that probabilities of their interaction in chosen oil-development

locationscan readilybe established. A real-timewarningof a threateningice island

can also thusbe available.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Driftingice islandsand thick undeformedsea ice floes are formed in the coastal

regionsof Eilesmere Island, and in other arctic high latitude bays and fiords. They

range in thicknessfrom6 metersto 60 meters,have lateraldimensionsof upto 29 km,

and length-to-widthratios from 1 to 6. They are often surroundedby and attachedto
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multlyear landfast sea ice (MLSI) and by multlyear pack ice (MYPI), forming a

Compositefloe withshelf ice at the center.

Paths of ice islandsdifferfrom those of the surroundingsea Ice becnuseof the

greater keel depth and because of the largermass per unit area. Differentialmotion

leads to pack ice stressesand ice rubbleformationon the ice islandboundary,which

buildsinto MYPI by summermeltingand refreezingprocesses. Ice islanddrift paths

containmany fine details of wind-drivenand current-drivenmotionssuperimposedon

their large-scalecirculationaroundthe ArcticBasin.

Interactions with structuresfirst involve an increase in water drag forces in

shallowwater, followedby a sequenceof Ice rubble fragmentscreated as the MYPI

and MLSI interactwiththe structureand any pre-existingice rubblepiles.

Countermeasuresare suggested, includingice island fragmentation,sea floor

obstacles, and ice island/spray ice modifications. Additional research on ice

island/structureinteractionsis recommended.
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